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DATE:           November 16, 2022                    
 
TO:   Board of Supervisors 
 
FROM:  Mahesh Sharma, County Administrator 
 
RE:   Approval of the Urban County Coalition Legislative Priority Issues 
 
 
 
Chairman Ken Beck and Vice-Chair John Maxwell represent the Board when 
meeting with the other four counties in the Urban County Coalition.  Since the 
end of last session the group has met to develop next year’s list of issues for the 
2023 session.  There are some broad issues being recommended: Local Option 
Sales Tax and Iowa Water and Land Legacy Fund, Mental Health Funding, 
Unfunded and Underfunded Mandates, Funding Place Making Programs, and 
County Bonding.   
 
“Additional Issues” are also listed.  These are areas that if they are introduced in 
session our lobbyist would have direction on the Coalition’s recommendation 
regarding those issues.   
 
Each county within the Urban County Coalition is seeking approval of these 
priorities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

2023 Proposed Legislative Priorities 
 

The Urban County Coalition is a coalition of the five largest counties in eastern Iowa. We 
are committed to preserving local control and decision-making authority to give our 
constituents the greatest control and accountability over their governments. We believe that 
Thomas Jefferson was correct when he said, “The government closest to the people, serves 
the people best.”  
  
 
Local Option Sales Tax and the Iowa Water and Land Legacy Fund: The current proposals to 
activate the 3/8th of one cent sales tax to fund the Iowa Water and Land Legacy trust fund are not 
the approach we support to fund the IWLL trust fund. Currently most jurisdictions across Iowa 
have, by voter referendum, approved a local option sales tax. Approval of this tax has provided 
local voters with an important revenue stream to fund initiatives ranging from property tax relief 
to road spending. Current proposals to convert this to a statewide sales tax and impose the local 
option sales tax in every jurisdiction. This would trigger the constitutional amendment and require 
the allocation of 3/8th of a cent to the Iowa Water and Land Legacy trust fund (IWLL). While the 
Urban County Coalition has historically supported funding the Iowa Water and Land Legacy fund, 
the method proposed is not what we believe Iowans voted for when this passed more than a decade 
ago.  
 
Our first concern is that voters across Iowa who have voted to utilize the local option sales tax 
have approved revenue purpose statements (RPS). Those that may have a RPS that expire or may 
have reauthorized the LOST and the new RPS does not take effect until after January 1, 2023, will 
have their RPS voided and be required to either adopt a new RPS by city or county resolution, or 
spend the revenue in accordance with a state formula. In our opinion, this shows a clear disregard 
for the will of the voters who have voted to pay a tax to accomplish locally vital initiatives. Current 
proposals also sunset this provision in 2035 after which no jurisdiction will have the authority to 
take a LOST proposal to a vote, denying voters the opportunity to determine whether they want to 
choose to undertake large community projects or provide property tax relief, or increase spending 
on road projects.  
 
This approach would also leave a shortfall in the sales tax pool that would have to be “backfilled” 
with state general funds. We are not confident that any backfill on monies going to local 
governments would continue for very long. Any such commitment to local government has a shelf 
life of two years until the next election when future General Assemblies can “not-withstand” the 
commitment for other statewide priorities. Future General Assemblies are not bound by 
commitments of previous General Assemblies.  
Property Taxes: Local governments are focused making sure that our constituents get the services 
they demand for the best value. We are happy to engage in discussions how to efficiently manage 



 

 

tax dollars while maintaining services taxpayers expect. Issues like unfunded mandates and user 
fees that have not kept pace with actual costs, and therefore must be supplemented with property 
tax dollars, make this a complicated discussion. In addition, we encourage the Legislature to 
remember that the elimination of the mental health levy was offset by the elimination of the backfill 
from the commercial property tax reduction. We also believe this discussion should include a 
recognition that local governments are largely entirely reliant on property taxes to fund the services 
our constituents expect. We do believe that any discussions of real reform of property taxes in 
Iowa must be holistic in nature and must include reviewing all taxing entities and not just 
cities and counties.  
 
Mental Health Funding: We appreciate that the Legislature has taken a major step toward 
sustainable funding for both the children and adult mental health systems. We would encourage 
them to make sure that they keep in mind several challenges that remain and continue to follow 
the process outlined in SF 619 when the State assumed mental health funding: 
 

 Workforce continues to be a significant challenge for service providers. We appreciate the 
Legislatures allocation of $14 million for HCBC waiver providers, but we believe that 
Medicaid rates will continue to present providers with difficulties in recruiting and 
retaining an adequate workforce and should be examined to determine if those rates reflect 
current employee recruitment challenges faced by providers. 

 Now that there are several Access Centers open across the state, we would encourage the 
Legislature to allow ambulances to transport people directly to access centers and be 
eligible for reimbursement from Medicaid. 

 Allow regions to maintain a fund balance that is adequate (15%) to make sure payments to 
providers are made on time. 

 Allowing access centers to bill for treating substance abuse cases that come from outside 
of the county. 

 
 
Unfunded and Underfunded Mandates: We encourage the Legislature to act to reduce the 
instances of cost shifting identified to eliminate the burdens they place on property taxpayers. The 
two areas that have the largest impact on local property taxes are colocation of state offices (DHS) 
and courthouse maintenance and security. We would encourage the General Assembly to conduct 
an interim study to update its study done a decade ago. Those two issues (Colocation and Security 
Expenses) are detailed below. 

There are others as well that are delineated on the following page. 
 

 Housing State Offices at Local Taxpayer Expense – Currently urban counties are forced 
to house a variety of state agencies (DHS and the Courts, for example) and receive little or 
no reimbursement from the State. In addition, counties are forced to pay for expenses such 
as postage and office supplies and equipment at local property taxpayer’s expense. We 
request that the State no longer require that counties subsidize the local office expenses of 
state agencies. We would encourage the Legislature to pay particular attention to the 
document storage requirements of the Iowa Department of Human Services. 

 Courthouse Security and Expenses - Like the housing of state agencies, local property 
taxpayers are bearing the entire burden of upgrading, modifying, or even replacing aging 



 

 

courthouses. There is a court expense added to virtually every criminal or civil action but 
none of this money goes to pay actual courthouse expenses. There needs to be an update 
of the 1984 compromise when the state absorbed the court system from local county 
government yet left the expenses of the court system on local property taxpayers. With the 
advent of the 9-1-1 requirements on local government plus the need for security for the 
court system two decades ago, the state needs to share in these costs. We request the state 
allocate a portion of these funds to counties for courthouse maintenance and security. This 
is also an area where the state imposes costs on local governments by not moving the 
agencies to a paperless document storage program like it has other state agencies. 

 Publishing Costs – Reduce publishing costs to local governments to publish meeting, and 
legal notices on-line, and require only a summary to be published in local print 
outlets.  Additionally, allow counties to publish in only one local newspaper. We would 
also encourage the Legislature to provide a clearer definition of proceedings (example, 
does proceedings mean entire verbatim transcript of the meeting or does it mean a summary 
transcript of the meeting). At one time, when there were many local newspapers with 
circulation throughout the county, it might have made sense to require multiple outlets 
for official documents. But now with the loss of many smaller newspapers, consolidation 
of existing ones with larger circulation and many being owned by out of state newspaper 
corporations, it makes sense to reduce the number of outlets required for public notices. 

 Paper Document Storage - We request that the State make significant investments in the 
courts system and the Department of Human Services to increase their document 
digitization efforts and review all state requirements that deal with the retention of 
documents. 

 Public Service Fees - The Legislature needs to help local governments find a mechanism 
that make fees more accurately reflect the cost of providing the services. Last year, the 
Legislature agreed to raise the fee for food inspection services but there are others that are 
currently still subsidized by property taxpayers. For example, the medical examiners fee 
for cremation permits has been set at $75, to reflect the cost of that service; the fee should 
be adjusted to at least $100 (The actual cost of providing these permits can be as high as 
$150). 

 EMS Services - We appreciate that the Legislature provided a mechanism for local 
authorities to help fund these services, but the State has still provided zero funding. We 
believe that now that local taxpayers and the federal government have “skin in the game;” 
the State needs to provide a program whereby local funds can be matched by state funds to 
provide these services. This program is too vital to the life and health of Iowans to remain 
an unfunded mandate. 

 Medicaid reimbursement to county-owned facilities: Counties that still have county 
hospitals are not receiving the state set rate for RCF services. MCO’s are paying the lower 
negotiated rate (80%). The counties in the UCC that are providing these services did not 
negotiate this lower rate and in the absence of a negotiated rate the MCO’s should be 
required to pay the state negotiated rate. The current system of managed care has failed, 
and the Legislature must address the issue by finding other sustainable options. 

 
 

Funding Place Making programs: We applaud the Governor for allocating 100 million dollars 
for Place Making projects in her Destination Iowa program. We believe that this is a critical 



 

 

recognition that the workforce shortage problem will take a multifaceted approach to attracting 
and retaining talent to Iowa. We encourage the Legislature to continue to leverage the significant 
community investments being made and better fund the several programs (Community Attraction 
and Tourism program, Enhance Iowa, Great Places, Downtown Revitalization Fund) Iowa 
currently has in place to encourage local communities to improve and expand quality of life 
investments in Iowa. 
 
County Bonding: The UCC appreciates the Legislature adding the ability to make disaster 
recovery and mitigation an essential county purpose. We believe that in matters of public finance, 
counties should be treated in the same manner as cities. The UCC supports allowing counties the 
same flexibility in bonding for certain projects that the cities currently are allowed. We also ask 
that the limit be raised to a consistent level with cities, currently five million dollars. In addition, 
the definitions of essential county purpose have not been updated to address new challenges faced 
by counties. We ask that the following category be added to essential county purposes:  Courthouse 
Improvements and Upgrades. In addition, we request the Legislature consider allowing counties 
to establish a fund to address the rapid deterioration of our rural roads where funds can be 
earmarked for infrastructure adversely affected by rainfall, flooding, and other weather events. 
With the increased costs of construction materials and the increase in the amount of precipitation 
being experienced in recent years, it is not possible to keep up with maintenance of rural gravel 
roads and small bridges with the current funding systems. Cities currently have the authority to 
establish a capital improvement fund for projects like these on a pay as you go basis. Counties 
need to have a similar authority to make sure that when large expenditures are necessary, strategies 
can be developed to minimize the effect on taxpayers. 

 
 

Additional Issues 
 
Eminent Domain: We believe that the use of eminent domain should be reserved for public 
entities and only for projects with a demonstrable public good.  
 
Iowa Public Employees Retirement System: Iowa has one of the most solvent and well-funded 
public retirement systems in the United States. It has maintained that status with conservative 
investment policies and conservative growth projection. IPERS is an important and effective 
recruiting tool to help government agencies attract talented workers. We encourage the Legislature 
to carefully consider the long-term implications to that viability before any changes are made to 
the current system. Additionally, we would request that the State remove the increases in IPERS 
contributions from the growth limitations outlined in the 2019 Property Tax Reform Bill. Local 
governments have no control over this and to make it subject to the growth limitations is a burden 
to local governments. 
 
Water Quality: We support the funding of the Iowa Water and Land Legacy fund established by 
constitutional amendment as passed by two thirds of Iowa voters. The UCC would be opposed to 
any efforts to change the formula to anything other than that which was overwhelmingly approved 
by voters. We would also ask the Legislature to look closely at local partnerships that have been 
established and are having a positive effect. These efforts, including watershed management 



 

 

authorities, should be given the resources they need to make sure the work they are doing can 
continue. 
 
Dangerous Drug Use:  The UCC encourages the General Assembly to continue to seek additional 
measures that mitigate and curb the abuse of opioids and other injection-drugs. We appreciate the 
action the Legislature took to enhance the Iowa Prescription Management Program, a key part of 
any strategy employed to reduce the abuse of prescription drugs. Though opioid-related deaths in 
Iowa are down, the use of opioids and the abuse of prescription drugs still impacts Iowa families. 
In addition, we urge the Legislature to work with law enforcement and public health groups to 
make sure that Iowa’s drug paraphernalia laws are compatible with best practices with regards to 
evidence-based harm reduction strategies. One example is that fentanyl test strips can be an 
important tool in harm reduction strategies and should not be considered drug paraphernalia. The 
UCC also continues to encourage the Legislature to fund the drug courts. 
  
Tax Credits: Tax credits play a major role in rebuilding communities. While we understand that 
these programs should be used judiciously, we believe that the current tax credit programs work 
(such as the Historic Tax Credit, the Endow Iowa Tax Credit, and the Renewable Energy Tax 
Credit). Any policy that proposes to change the way these credits currently work should be 
carefully balanced against the economic/tourism value if implemented. 
 
Tax Increment Financing: We understand that this is an important tool (and one of the few) left 
to local governments to encourage economic development. We request that the Legislature treat 
county governments in a similar manner to school districts -- namely consider a mechanism to 
replace revenue lost from TIF districts when they are established in counties. Should changes be 
considered, we ask that the Legislature make counties more active partners in the use of TIFs.  
 
Payment in Lieu of Taxes: We request that the State consider clarifying the statute governing 
PILT and make it mandatory that when a PILT agreement is reached that the payment is distributed 
among all the taxing jurisdictions based on the levy structure in place at the time of the agreement.  
 
REAP: We encourage the Legislature and the Governor to continue the program and fully fund 
the program at the $20 million level. By not adequately funding the REAP program, the Legislature 
is forcing local communities to look towards conservation bonding, with its property tax 
implications, as well as other avenues to fund projects already supported by voters. 
 
Emergency Management Agency Funding: The current funding formula does not adequately 
address the needs of the urban counties in Iowa.  The UCC’s stance is the Legislature should 
eliminate the funding cap on urban counties.  We also encourage the State to pass through 80 
percent of the federal funding it receives to counties.  
 
Early Voting: The UCC requests that the Legislature reinstate the ability to conduct elections to 
the locally elected officials who by law are empowered to conduct elections. Many of the changes 
recently enacted by the General Assembly have made it more difficult for both the voters to cast 
votes, and more difficult for local officials who are charged to conduct elections by state law. 
 



 

 

Manufactured Housing Communities: Manufactured and mobile home communities are critical 
to the affordable housing infrastructure in rural Iowa. Counties have seen a dramatic increase in 
the purchase of these communities by out-of-state companies. While we appreciate the Legislature 
beginning to address this problem last year, we believe that the state should continue its works to 
make sure that residents of manufactured housing communities enjoy similar protections to those 
offered by Iowa’s landlord/tenant laws. 
 
Alternative Project Delivery: We believe that the Iowa General Assembly should consider 
allowing alternative methods of project delivery when it is the best interest of the property taxpayer 
to do so. 



R E S O L U T I O N 

SCOTT COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

November 22, 2022 

APPROVAL OF THE URBAN COUNTY COALITION  
LEGISLATIVE PRIORITY ISSUES  

BE IT RESOLVED BY the Scott County Board of Supervisors as follows: 

Section 1.  That the Urban County Coalition 2023 Legislative Issues and Priorities    
is hereby approved. 

Section 2.  This resolution shall take effect immediately. 

THE COUNTY AUDITOR'S SIGNATURE CERTIFIES 
THAT THIS RESOLUTION HAS BEEN FORMALLY 
APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS ON 
________________. 
          DATE 

   SCOTT COUNTY AUDITOR 
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